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Preface.

Speech coding or speech compression as it is often called is
not an easy subject. This is what I already noticed about eight
months before I started my final research, of which the resulting
report is now lying in front of you.
What might be the reason of this difficulty ?
In my opinion there are three important reasons, why speech
coding is rather difficult : first there is this large amount
of literature on the subject, which makes it difficult to the
student to choose the right book at the right time. Secondly
there is the very complex speech producing and hearing mechanism
which makes it hard to find the most suitable source model and
which always incorporates the necessity of some perceptive
assumptions. Thirdly one has to use signal processing techniques
that form an entire subject on their own.
Besides of all this the information theorist wants to use the
rate distortion theory to obtain just results.
As it was my mission I also made an attempt to look at the
speech source from an information theorist's point of view.
And I think I have been rather succesful.
The results we obtained are very promising with respect to the
reduction of the bitrate, and I think that there might be even
more improvement!
Now this report is mostly a theoretical reflection of the real
work performed and is certainly not complete.
The order of theoretical importance of the chapters of this
report is as follows: 1°,2°,5°,app. A ; 3°,4° ; app. B. But
they form a corresponding entirety in the way they appear.
I hope that my work will be a - albeit small- contribution to
the area of speech coding.

At this point I wish to thank Professor Schalkwijk , who initiated
my research in this area, for his stimulation of my interest;
and I want to thank my coach Mr. Jan Rooyackers for his valuable
ideas and for having the patience of listening to and discussing
with me the problems I often encountered.
I also want to thank every other member of the information and
communications group for their help in any way.
Finally I want to express my gratitude to my fiancee and my family
for their patience, motivation and moral support.

Should any of you, after reading this report, have questions or
critisism then do not hesitate to tell me so !

Eindhoven, july 1980,

Cees J.A. Jansen
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1°) Theoretical bounds on the rate-distortion function of speech.

a) Introduction.

Rate-distortion theory provides us with tools to calculate
the rate-distortion function of stationary processes only.
See e. g. Berger [1].
Often the exact R(D) function can then only be determined
when the source has a Gaussian statistic, and the distortion
measure is the well-known mean-square-error criterion.
In most cases however the theory does provide us with bounds
on the rate-distortion function.

Now let us assume that speech is a discrete-time Gaussian
stationary proces, with spectral density function 5(8).
Then we can determine the R(D) function parametrically
according to Berger [1] p.112:

(1 ) •

0(8) =
-IT

~1t f min[8,S(8)] d8
IT

(2) •

where: o~ 8 ~ ma x 5 (8) (3) •

So given a sample sequence of speech of sufficient length,
one can estimate 5(8) as will be discussed in chapter 6
and use equations (1)-(3) to obtain the R(D) function.
This is shown in fig.1 and fig.2.
From fig.2 we see that if we use 1.15 bits per sample then
we need not allow more than 1% average distortion.
The theory does however not tell us how we should do this;
we could try to quantize the speechsamples in an optimal
way, but this is not an easy thing to do. See e.g. Yamada
et al [19].

But speech is not a Gaussian, nor a stationary proces!
Nonstationarity can be overcome by taking only small
portions of the signal, such that local stationarity
is assured. This always means that a parameter (or
vector) should be transmitted which accounts for this
nonstationarity, e.g. a time varying gainfactor.
As far as it is important for our purposes, some form
of stationarity will always be assumed futheron.

- 4 -
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Non-Gaussian sttistics can sometimes be overcome by using
a transform which yields approximately independent Gaussian
components.

One of such transforms is the discrete Fourier transform
(OFT), which belongs to a class of assymptotically
optimal transforms containing also:

discrete cosine transform (OCT)
discrete sine transf. (OST)

- discrete Walsh transf. (OWT)

The advantage of the OFT however lies in the fact that
we can use relatively simpel fast-Fourier algorithms
and that we can split the transformed signal up into
an amplitude- and a phase-spectrum.
The described technique is called : transform coding of
speech.

According to recent investigations distortion of this phase
spectrum shouldn't be audible under certain conditions. See e.g.
Flanagan [2] and Gethoffer [4].
So why assign rate to this phase information?

b) Using the discrete Fourier transform for source coding.

(4) •

; I N = {O,1, .•.. ,N-1}

exp(-j27T mn/N)X(m)

1) Some definitions.

Let x(k) be an infinite data sequence, then the N-point discr.
Fourier transform is defined as follows:

N-1

=; Lx(n)
n=O

= FN{x(n)}

and the inverse transform (10FT) is then defined as:

N-1

x(n) = v& ~ox(m) exp(j27Tnm/N)

= F~1{X(m)}

(5) •

Obviously X(m) is complex valued in general, but there are
symmetries analog to the normal Fourier transform.
If we write:

X(m) = a(m) + jb(m) = A(m)ej~(m) (6) •

then the symmetries are as follows:

"even"

"odd"

x(n) = x(N-n)

x(n) =-x(N-n)

- 6 -



and the hermitic symmetry is demonstrated:

x(n) a(m) b(m) A(m) qJ(m)

real even odd even odd

even even 0 even 0

odd 0 odd even ~1t

Note that for N is even: b(O) = b(N/2) = 0
and for N is odd : b(O) = 0

The same holds ofcourse for qJ(O) and qJ(N/2).
So if we have N different time components we also have N
different DFT components.

A transform which we shall often use is the rectangular-
polar transform (RPT), and its inverse (PRT), which is nothing
more than a relation between a,b and A,~:

A(m)
/ 2 2

RPT = \a(m) + b(m)
(7) •

q>(m) = arctan(b(m)/a(m))

PRT a(m) = A(m) cos q>(m)
(8) •

b(m) = A(m) sin q>(m)

In fig. 3a - 3c a sequence of x(n), A(m) and q>(m) is shown.

· .···
fig. 3a

N/2

fig. 3b
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2) Statistics of DFT components when x(n) is a Gaussian proces
with zero mean.

The DFT induces a periodicity with period N in the output
sequence and also a hermitian circularity on the autoco
variance function.
So :

x(n) = x(n)

x(n+kN) = x(n) (9) •

(10) •

(11 ) .

So in general C i C_ but for large N they are approximately
x xequal.

In the sequel they will be treated as such!

For real input data x(n) the DFT components have the following
second order moments: (see: Pearlman &Gray [111 )

0 min m+n i N

\c(n) min m+n = N
l[a(n) a(m)] = \c(n) m i O,N/2 (12) .m = n

c(n) m = n

0 min m+n i N

-\c(n) ; min m+n = N
[[b(n) b(m)] = \c(n) ; miO,N/2 (13) .m = n

0 m = n

N-1-,-
with c(n) =2 C_(k) cos (21tnk/N) (14) •

'----" X
k~o

[[a(n) b(m)] = 0 'v"n m (15) .,

- 8 -



As can be seen from (12) and (13) the components a and b
are not identically distributed variables nor independent
componentwise, so we need an additional transform that yields
i.i.d. components and which is unitary to leave the R(O)
function invariant!
One of such transforms is the following:

a(n) n = O,N/2 (N even)

q (n) J2 X(n) {L-1 (N even) (16) •= n = 1,2, ... L (N odd)p

0 n = L+1 ,L+2, ...• ,N-1

with L = LN/~

Now it can easily be seen that all the components
independent and of equal variance c(n).
These complex samples are the complex amplitudes
spectral components at the discrete frequencies:

of qp

of the

are

f =n

nxfSample
N

Each component has a probability distribution:

1
p ( x) = -;:====~

n V21tc(n)
n = 1, .... , N/2 (17) •

3) Statistics of the OFT components for non-Gaussian sources.

In this case we can only refer to Pearlman &Gray [11],
who use two theorems for the asymptotic normality of the
OFT components.
Their results are:

- the joint distribution of all OFT components con
verges to normal as N approaches infinity.

- each OFT component is asymptotically normal.
- all components of the OFT are asymptotically

independent random variables.

So in the sequel we shall assume that after transformation
we have a sequence of independent components of which the
o th (and the N/2 th, if N is even) is real and the others
are complex with i.i.d. real and imaginary parts. We shall
also assume a Gaussian distribution of every component.

- 9 -



4) The rate-distortion function of the DFT sequence.

Having seen all the previous results it isn't too difficult
to determine the R(D) function of the DFT sequence.
When the distortion criterion is mean-square-error (NSE),
we can use the parametric equations of Kolmogorov, modified
to handle the variances of q (n) : (see again [11] )

p

~ log(c(n)/E) c(n) n=O (, N/2 ,N even)2

log(c(n)/E) c(n) {L-1,N even
n= 1, •• L , N oddr = 0 c(n) n=1, .. ,N/2 (18) •n

0 n= L+1 ,L+2, .•.. ,i'J-1

d =n

min(E,c(n))

min(2E,2c(n) )

o

n=0,1'J/2
IL-1,N

n =1,2'····lL ,N
n= L+1,L+2, .... ,N-1

even
odd

(19) •

where O<E<max c(n)- - n

N/2

D - ~d- L n
0=0

(20) •

(21 ) •

This approach is rather different from the one in paragraph
a) , as can be seen comparing equations (18) - (20) with
equations (1) - (3).

In order to establish the R(D) function one would have to get
an estimate for the c(n) , which could be done with standard
variance estimators, e.g.:

(22) .

- 10 -



c) The rate-distortion function when only audible distortion
is taken into account.

In the previous paragraphs the MSE distortion criterion was
presumed in our calculati~ns of the R(D) function.
If we denote by x(n) and X(m) the distorted version of the
timesequence and its DFT respectively, then obviously :

(23) .

because of Parsevals relation.
This means that both the distortion in amplitude- and in phase
spectrum is taken into account!

Now suppose that not (23) but: [[( Ixl-I~1 )2] is taken as a
significant measure for the audible distortion.
So only the distortion of the amplitude spectrum is taken to
be audible. It is possible to express this audible distortion
in terms of the MSE distortion and the source variance.
The calculations however are very extensive, and are carried
out in detail in appendix A. The results are as follows.

If we assume that x(n) has a Gaussian statistic then also has
X(m) a~d, as will be shown in chapter 4°, according to Berger
[1] , X(m) as we 11.

Let [ [ I X - ~ 1
2

] = 2d

[ [( Ixi - I~I )2] = D

(24) •

(25) •

Curves of constant sample-distortion are shown in fig.4 below.

,..'!£
~. \)C/-r

Ra-I>'I.,..
\ .•;

'It, to,

---+--+--__..._<.+:. I--_+_~ Re(~)

fig. 4
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1\
Let X(m) have i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian components with variance

2of a. Then it follows

D

2a2
(26) •

with: 1+8
1-8

d

2a2
is Ring-function [6]

The relationship between audible- and MSE-distortion is depicted
in fig.5 , from which we see that for less than 50% MSE-dist.
the audible-dist. is about half that of the MSE value!
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Intuitively this result must be correct, if one thinks of A
quantizing the components: maximum distortion means setting X
to zero, so the amplitude is also zero. But this amplitude
has an average value unequal to zero!

How does this effect the R(D) function?

For small distortions: dE{xE.:R.I'v'n(xs;a~)}
only half the distortion
will be audible. So taking all distortion of the R(D) curve
audible, will result in a rate reductio~ of approximately
1 bit per complex frequency component, or ~ bit per sample.

For large distortions: dE{xE.:R.\V: (x ""2a~)}
again almost all distortion n
will be audible, so there will be no rate reduction.

The intermediate effect can be demonstrated using again the
equations of Kolmogorov , (18) - (20), and using a EA(E) in
equation (19) which accaounts for the difference.

So :

minCE, a~) n = 0, N/2

d min(2EA,2a~) {L-1 ; N even (27) .= n = 1,2, .•.. , L N oddn ;
0 n = L+1,L+2, ..... ,N-1

where max a 2
n n

(28) .

Suppose the EA are constant for all n and are equal to ~ E ,
then we get the following equations for the total rate and
distortion , if we further assume that the distortions are
low :

N even

a,2 a,2
~-1

Rt %log " a?= ~ + ~log ~ + I log_n£ £ ~ £
~-1 n=o
..---,

dt = £+£+ L 2£ = N£
n=o

da ,

" £ (N/2 +1) £= £ + £ + L =t
n

- 13 -
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2
LN/gJ

2
Rt = \log Uo + Llog ~n£

n=1

N odd
~

(30) •dt = £+
2~

2£ = N£
n

da ,
£ =(~+1)£= £ + l-At

n

If we determine rate and distortion per sample and take the
limit for N--.oo we can neglect the 0 th and the N/2 th
component. We find :

R(Da ) = R(D) - \ln2 nats/sample (31) •

Which obviously does not agree for large distortions.

But the EA are not constant for all n as can be concluded
from fig.S , i.e.:

(32) •

besides the a~ are not constant for"all n in general

- the function f is clearly non-linear.

Therefore the total audible distortion should be determined
as follows :

N

d
a

= 2 E + f a;f(:,)t
n -1 n

l~J

d
a

= E + I an2f(~)t
n-1

N even

N odd

(33) •

(34) •

It is not possible to give a general bound using these equations
because of the dependance on the variances a:
Except ofcourse for the memoryless Gaussian case, although
it is difficult to calculate; fig.6 shows the R(D) functions
for this case. In general one needs a computer to do the
job; we used the function DISTOR in conjunction with the
program CALC-RD to do this.

- 14 -
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d) The rate-distortion function when phase-information is totally
ignored.

After DFT, qp and RPT as discussed earlier, we have independent
phase and amplitude components.
We have seen that using a different distortion measure, which
takes advantage of the fact that phase-distortions shouldn't
be audible, yields an improvement of appro ~ bit per sample.
But if phase-distortions are not audible, then why should we
transmit any phase-information? In this paragraph we consider
transmitting only the amplitude information~ Therefore the
gain of a factor of 2 is obvious :

N camps - - N/2 camps.

Considering only the case where N is even, (the odd case goes
similarly) we now have the following subsources

n = 0, N/2 two independent sources with a~ and a~2as

parameter and a absolute-normal distribution.

~N-1 independent sources with a; as parameter

and a Rayleigh distribution.

For these sources the MSE distortion criterion is taken to be
valid.
If we knew the R(D) function for each subsource, we could try
the Kolmogorov strategy to find the overall rate-distortion
function.

- 15 -



We could again use the "waterfilling" argument because of the
the independence of the components!
But for the source statistics and distortion criterion at hand
this R(D) function cannot be determined analytically. However
in this case the theory provides us with upper- and lower-bounds
(see e.g. Viterbi & Omura ['7] ch.8). These bounds are called:
Gaussian upperbound and Shannon lowerbound resp.j these bounds
will be determined in the sequel.

Let X, and X2 be two i.i.d., zero-mean Gaussian random

variables with variance a 2,i.e.:

R (x) =x,
(35) •

So X, and X2 might be DFT components.

Now let Y = Ix,1 and Z
/ 2 X2

= VX, + 2
Then :

(36) •

(37) •

R (z) =z
(37) •

First and second order moments

OJ

B:[Y] f Y'Y dy

,-2-
(39) •= a\ 7t

0

OJ

[[l] = f y2'YdY a 2 (40) •
0

OJ
(7t[[z] 1Z FZ dz (41) •= a\ 2

0

00

dz 2
] = f z2'ZdZ 2a 2 (42) •

0

- '6 -



Variances and delta-entropies

00

H(Y) = f Py(y) { lnav1 -
o

= \In (~:2 )

2 2 }y /2a dy

(43).

(44) .

(45) •

00

H(Z) = f PZ(z) {ln a2

=: InCc;2a2)
In z + z2/2a2 } d Z

, where k = eC and c is
c

Eulers constant (0.577 .... )

(46) •

The Gaussian upperbound is obtained by taking the R(D) function
of a Gaussian random variable with the same variance as the
actual source :

o

o< d ~ (1 _ ~ )a2

(47) •

\ In (2 -.:;:) a
2

d

o d > (2 - -t )a
2

(48) •

The well-known Shannon lowerbound for the case of MSE distortion

is obtained by subtracting \ In 2~ed from the delta entropy.

- 17 -



As follows

2 2
~ In_U"_ U"

0<d~-2

R~(d) 4e 2d 4e (49) .=
2

0 d >-5!..-
4e 2

2 k ek eU" 2
~ In c o<d~4~ U"47Td

R~(d) = (50) .
k e

0 d >_c_U" 2
47T

From the above shown bounds we can see that we must be able to
gain more than a factor of two, because the equivalent variances
are always much less than the original ones!

To obtain an overall bound pair for the actual R(D) function,
we can use these bounds for the actual partial rates of the
subsources in Kolmogorov's equations:

r(n) = ~ In(aE:~) \Ina

(51 ) .

d = minCE ,aU"2)
n n n

We first check if \I ( E = E) is true for minimum rate.n n

Therefore we minimize the total rate over the E under an
constant total distortion constraint, and assuming that all

2 that all partial rates positive.En< aU"n ; so are

N
2-'

2 2
~

2

Rt ~ In aoU"o
~ In a o U"N/2 L !<

1 a,U"n= + + 2 n--
EO EN/2 '--------' En

n =,

N

.2
D

t =~ En

n=o
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We form

(54) .

then oL 1 + A = 0
(lEn - - 2En

(55) •

From (55) we see that indeed all En are the same to give Rt
an extremum!

But :

1 > 0
2i

n

(56) •

So if all En are equal then the total rate is minimal!

Now if N is large we can neglect the 0 th and N/2 th component
and determine the rate and distortion per sample.

1 ..,..........
D(E) ~ N L E = ~E

n

(57) •

(58) •

Or 1~- NL
n

(59).

If we follow the same procedure for equations (21) using (18)
and (19) with c(n) replaced by a 2 , we obtain:

n

R(D)
1~ 2

= / In!!n..NL----", D
n

(60) .

as can easily be verified.

Comparing formulas (59) and (60) we conclude
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(61 ) .

This formula can be used in conjunction with either (47), (48),
(49) or (50), to obtain overall bounds.
However the resulting bounds using (49) or (50) are real lower
bounds, but are too pessimistic; the resulting upperbounds
aren't real upperbounds, they are too optimistic. This will
be clear after the following.

The earlier mentioned condition '\In (En < a an
2

), which should
be as we have seen: '\In(E < aa:) , will obviously be true
only for small distortions.
For large distortions several partial rates may become negative!

To prevent this from happening we should write (57) and (58)
in an appropriate form :

N/2

~ L max(O,~
n = 1

N/2

D() 1). ( 2 )
E - ND mIn E, a an

n =1

2
In a an )

E

(62) •

(63) •

(64) •

But now we are not able to determine a formula like (61)
analytically. However for a particular case the computer can
do the job, taking also the 0 th and the N/2 th component
into accaount! Then we get real upper- and lower bounds as
demonstrated in figures 7,8 and 9.

From these figures we also see that the relative rate-gain
factor increases drastically with increasing distortion ; from
a factor of 3 at 0.1 % distortion to a factor of 7 at
5 % distortion.
This enormous rate reduction is depicted in fig. 10.
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fig. 7

fig. 8
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2°) Rate-distortion functions of speech under alternative conditions.

a) A transform on the amplitude spectrum.

There are several reasons to try an additional transform on
the amplitude spectrum:

i As can be seen from 1°)d), (47) - (48) the upperbound
is determined by the subsource variance. It is there
fore a logical step to seek a transform, that further
reduces this variance.

ii Treating the Rayleigh distribution as a Gaussian with
non-zero mean, still yields a discrepancy because of
the finite probability of negative amplitude values.
Therefore this additional transform should result in
positive as well as negative values; preferably over
an infinite range.

iii) A better matching of the human auditory system
sensitivity-curve could perhaps be obtained with this
transform.

A transform that exhibits all three phenomena, is the
logarithm.
In the following we shall only look at the resulting R(D)
function, as the points ii) and iii) are obviously
more or less satisfied.

Let X be a Rayleigh distributed variable with parameter

a 2 , i. e. :

=
2 2

X -XI a
-e
a 2

(65).

Let Y = In(X) the natural logarithm is taken.

Then from Pearlman & Gray [1'I] we know

1 2y
Py(y) e

= """2 exp(2y
2a2a

[[V] 2
= ~(ln 2a - c)

2
VAR (Y ) 1t= 24

H(Y) = 1 + c - In 2 nats

- 23 -

(66).

(67) •

(68) •

(69) •

(70) •



In (68) and (70) the constant c denotes Eulers constant.

When using the MSE criterion (so MSE on log-amplitudes!) we
can determine the same bounds as in 1°)d) per subsource :
(we have again neglected the 0 th and the N/2 th subsource)

o

(71 ) •

o

21to < d < 24
(72) •

2
1t

d > 24

2Note that VAR(Y) and H(Y) don't depend on the parameter a ,
therefore the bounds of (71) and (72) are the same for all
the subsources.
Hence the condition Vn (E < a a;) will always be satisfied,
and therefore we can use formula (61) with a 2=1 and
a Gaussian , MSE, R(O) to obtain the overall bounds.
So :

1 (;,,2) 2
R~ (D) o < O~

1t
= '4 In 480 48og

2 ) k2e
Ri (D)

1 kce
'4 In~161t0 o < 0 c

= < --og - 161t

(73) •

(74) •

These bounds are shown in fig. 11 in comparison with the memory
less Gaussian, MSE, R(O) curve with unit variance.

As noted before, there is no one to one correspondence between
VAR(X) and VAR(Y) nor between H(X) and H(Y) .
Therefore one can't compare these bounds with the previous
derived ones!
One can only listen to how the distortion "sounds" in both
cases and then make a subjective comparison.
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fig. 11

b) A different distortion measure
square error criterion.

the frequency weighted mean

Instead of taking the distortion of all frequency components
equal in absolute value ; (which is optimal for the Gaussian
HSE case, as demonstrated by (52) - (56) ) the distortion
spectrum is "shaped", and thus the resulting rate will be
higher!

When this shaping is such that the shape of both the power
spectrum and the distortion spectrum are the same, one might
say that the relative distortion per frequency component is
the same for all components.
This fact is illustrated by means of figures 12a and 12b.

The reason for using this distortion measure is that the
distortion should "sound" less audible in the "quieter parts"
of the spectrum.
In the literature several interesting arguments can be found.
See e.g.: Rabiner & Schafer [12] , Rickard [14] and Tribolet
& Crociere [16].
Rickard also shows that his fidelity criterion HIC (mean
incoherence) and the frequency weighted mean square error
criterion - with distortion spectrum and power spectrum of
the same shape - yield the same R(D) function!
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fig. 12a fig. 12b

This R(D) function is easily determined under a Gaussian
assumption :

partial rate

partial dist.:

2

r = !z In 2
n On

d = «5n n

o ~ n 5 N/2 (75) •

where

So

\::In ( «5n =Y1 a~ ) 051]51

N/2
~ 2 N 1Rt L!z 1.51- nats- n 0 = - In-

n
4 ,.,

n =1

Dt -
I}n = ,.,Ia~ = ,., E

n n

(76) .

(77) •

(78) •

Normalizing 1 1R(,.,) = - In- nats/sample (79) •4 ,.,

D(,.,) = ,., E/I\J (80) •

And so

RF0 D) = 1. In E/N nats/sample (81) •
4 D

where o 5 D ~ E/N
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Note that the Gaussian assumption again has led us to an
upperbound for the real rate-distortion function.
Note also that listening is the only means of comparison at
hand, because of the difference in distortion measure!
This listening will again be subjective.
For example one person will say that ten percent FWMSE dis
tortion "sounds" as bad as two percent MSE distortion, but
another person might conclude differently.
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3°) Experiments on ignoring phase information of speech.

a) The proposed system.

In order to find out what the audible effect was of ignoring
phase information - to obtain a lower rate according to the
bounds established in chapter 1°) - a system had to be
composed, which could be simulated by means of a computer.
To follow the theory as close as possible, the resulting
system was chosen as follows :

P££CH' DFT RPT pRe PRT IDFT 'SPEE
.~

~ -
t-N---I - 0 -· t-N-lX.V -P,1fJ r-- 0

~ P,CfJ - X.V0
0··V/\

W 0···
fig. 13 lfJo I lfJr

Meaning of the symbols in fig.13 :

'speech'

DFT

I-N~

RPT

~,~

PRe
PRT

lOFT

'speech'

8 kHz sampled and 8 bit quantized real speech

discrete Fourier transformer (real values)

discrete Fourier transform block-length

rectangular to polar transformer, performs eqn. (7)

original and receiver-used phase resp.

perfect reals channel (so no quantizing here!)

inverse RPT, performs eqn. (8)

inverse DFT

reproduced speech samples (unquantized)

As can be seen from the above figure there are two free
parameters with the given system, i.e.:

- transform blocklength N

- receiver-used phase ~
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For a given sequence of speechsamples a certain N-value was
chosen, followed by a ~ function over this block of samples.

Then 'speech' was quantized back to 8 bits and the human
auditory system was used as a fidelity criterion. That is
we listened to it .....
The results of these experiments are listed hereafter and are
recorded on a magnetic tape.
The computerprogram PROCES is a realisation of figure 13.

b) Results of simulating the proposed system.

1) Varying -N- ; ~ fixed.

In this case ~ is taken to be some (odd) deterministic
function of the' samplenumber in a block, so in general
the receiver-used phase will be different from the original
phase.

i ) Long blocks; N > 512.

The inherent nonstationarity of the speech signal shows
its effects. The reproduced speech becomes unintelligible;
as somebody said : ' what has been said at one time is
now being said at a different time '.
This phenomenon is also in accordance with several other
results, e.g. Pearlman & Gray [11], who work with large
blocks (N = 8192) and who assign al the rate to the
phase when this rate is very low.

ii ) All blocklengths -N-.

The DFT induces a periodicity equal"to the specific
blocklength, because the DFT assumes periodic input
and output-sequences.
Because of the deterministic phase characteristic at
the receiver, this periodicity may be audible.

iii) Short blocks; N < 128.

Speech may be regarded as a stationary signal for such
short time periods; this is therefore the reason that
the intelligibility was maintained.
However the induced periodicity dominated the original
" pitch " period of speech, insofar it were present.
Making a coarse division of speech into voiced and
unvoiced segments, where only the voiced segments
exhibit the earlier mentioned pitch period, one may
conclude that the described method of ignoring phase
information is only capable of handling voiced speech.

iv ) The optimal value of N was somewhere between 128
and 256 samples (16 - 32 msec) for a sample sentence
of English speech.
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must satisfy are

2) Varying -lfJr- ; fixed N.

In order to perform an inverse DFT on the sequence of ampli
tudes p ~ (Pc ~ 1. 0 • -. - • ~-1) a certain phase sequence

(f) ~ (lfJo lfJ
1

'0 _._. _ • lfJ. ) is needed to obtain a meaningful
Tr N-1

real outputsequence.

The constraints which lfJr

lfJ N - 1 = 0 or :n:

2
N odd (82) .

lfJm lfJN -I N-1
= . m -2-m'

lfJO lfJN/ 2 = 0 or :n:

N even

lfJm =

(83) •

lfJ N_m ; m -I 0 , N/2

Note : 'rim lfJm = 0 is thus allowed; the result is a

symmetric (even) outputsequence!

From the infinite number of possible lfJr we tried the

following (In the pictures N is taken to be even.)

i ) Zero phase.

So \-/ (lfJ.. = 0) , which is the easiest to implementVm m

at a physical receiver.

+71

• '0 o.•.E)••E) •••••••••• -&••••••••••••••• 0 ••• ····0
fig. l4-i

-711--+--+-+----+--------+-.....;=__
• 1 2 3

ii ) Constant phase.

In this case we can speak of a phase discontinuity

at n = 0 , N/2 .

o
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+?f

··~··oG···o···········:

• 0.
: ·····_······0 fig. 14-ii

- 7l'+-+-+-1-----+-------.....-3..
• 1 a 3

The value of *was chosen, because of the computational

advantage; no sines or cosines have to be calculated.

iii) Linear phase.

This receiver-used phase was taken, because it might

show the effect of ideal filtering the speech signal.

fig. 14-iii

H-l

........ :
..""

••••••

..••p.. •••r;)

. . .
I ,,'

-7l'+-+-+-...---+---~---....._3...
• 1 a 3

+7l'

~o
f() - 0
't'N /2

(85).

2The value of ~x was chosen to minimize peak effects

as much as possible (this will be explained later on),

but is rather arbitrary.

iv) Minimum phase.

The reason to try this f()
't'r

is that real speech can be

modelled very well as a minimum phase signal.

See e.g.: Rabiner & Schafer [12].

So in this case ((J. is determined, using the Hilbert
r

transform as defined by Papoulis [9],page 231.

Let N-1

P(z) " 2 -n
= L Pn z

n =- N+ 1
(86) .
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And let : P(e jEl) ~ 0 , which is always true for

the powerspectrum.

Then there is a function F(z) =
N-1

". -nL f nZ ,such that:
n-O

(87) •

This is the Fejer - Riesz theorem; the function F(z)

is unique if the condition is imposed that all its roots

lie in the circle [z \ ' 1 , which is called minimum

phase!

Now if we write: log F(e jEl ) = a(El) + jqJ(El) and

note that log F(z) can be expanded in a convergent

powerseries, i.e.:

log F(z) =

Then it follows

(88) •

00

a(El) = '2 a cos nEl = k: log P(e jEl )_-, n 2

n=o (89).
00

qJ (El) = L ansin nEl
n=o

So to find the f the procedure is as follows :n

DFT on the 2 of length L to obtain the- use a Pn an
exchange the real and imaginary parts

- use an IDFT of length L to obtain qJ( Ell)' 1 E J
L

- undersample qJ (Ell ) to obtain the qJr

The length L must be sufficiently high to avoid aliasing
errors.
The above described procedure was followed instead of
using the definition of the discrete Hilbert transform
to improve the calculation speed.
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c) Some specific effects.

There were a number of specific effects associated with the
use of the described receiver-used phase characteristics.
These were

1) Using a ~ according to i),ii) or iii) almost always
resulted in "peaks" within the reproduced block of time
samples.
With "peak" we denote that timesample value which was
usually much greater than the other values in the block.
Often this value was too large to be handled with 8 bits
for quantization. Figures 15a,b show this phenomenon.

fig. l5a

..............................~~

2) Using block-overlap arithmetic according to Tribolet &
Crochiere [16] ,to reduce time-aliasing ( which produces
"click and burbling noises" at the block rate) did improve
intelligibility but not the perceptive quality!

3) If we denote by Xo and ~r the original and the recon
structed block of- timesamples in vectornotation and
define a vectornorm as follows

fig. l5b

(90) •

then obviously : II~o112 = 11~112 (91) •

because of Parseval's identity.
However we observed that for almost all pairs of ~,~r

we had :

II~o Il cp
(92) •
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This meant in our case that quantizing Xr with 8 bits per
sample , in order to be able to listen to the result, turned
out in a decrease of the signal-to-quantizationnoise ratio
that could be enormous. It also meant that in this way
the amplitude spectrum was not preserved as shown in fig.16.
This last effect might be the reason that the reproduced
speech sometimes sounded somewhat synthetic.

ORIGINAL IS
DASHED•••••••

'''' '\,'":..~

:', 'l./ " r..···.
........ \ : .....

\ .
\ .
\-.:::J

;:111---""
# "

.,.....---""'~....-

I"~'"......... M. _NC· _
FMX· &4.1'13 DI

fig. 16

From this point of view, one would like to choose a
that minimizes the maximum Chebychev-norm, i.e.:

(() s.t.rr min {max II xrll }
~ all bloCkS - 00

(93) •

However this problem remained unsolved.
A practical solution could be the use of for instance 12 bit
per sample for quantization of ~
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d) Conclusions.

1) According to b)1)ii) the used method was only capable
of handling voiced speech, because of the induced artificial
pitch period.
This conclusion leads us to the simple composite source
model of speech, with two subsources, as depicted in fig.17.

I Voiced Sp.~

IUnvoiced ~

'SPEECH'

fig. 17

This model agrees with almost all the literature on speech
coding, e.g. Ramamoorthy [13].
From this point on we considered voiced speech only!

2) From- b)1) in whole it followed that if N was chosen
identical to the pitch period, then phase-distortion
wasn't audible. This also agrees with the results of
Gethoffer [4], and has the following consequences

- any ~ will do, so choose the easiest one to implement
no phase information is needed, so the derived bounds
are meaningfull.

- pitch synchronous means a variable transform length -N
so extra information is needed to "transmit" this N
this provides us with a third subsource, as depicted
in fig.18.

- this last fact also calls for an acurate estimation of
the pitch period of the speech signal, which is far
from trivial!

.../ v. Sp.

'SPEECH'

•
[ Urw. Sp. ~

....................··I,--~lt----t--~
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3) We noticed during simulations that there were different
"best" fPr for different classes of phonemes

- mInImum phase worked best for vowels
- linear phase gave the best results for nasals

This was due mainly to the imperfect matching of transform
length and pitch period, and the things mentioned in c)2).

Therefore it might be useful to consider a more complicated
speech source model as given by figure 19.

H

'SPEECH'

fig. 19

This model was used later on when simulating optimal
distortion of the amplitude vector p .
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4°) Simulating optimal amplitude distortion.

a) How much distortion on the amplitude spectrum is allowable?

In chapter 1° we established bounds for the rate-distortion
function of speech when phase-information can be ignored,
and in chapter 3° we concluded that under certain conditions
this phase-info is indeed unnecessary to get good audible
results.
However from page 19 figure 10 we know that the relative
rate gain factor increases drastically with increasing
distortion. But here the question arises how far on the
distortion scale we can go!
To answer this question it seems only possible to perform
subjective listeners tests. That is we have to simulate a
probabilistic encoder-decoder pair that achieves the distortion
according to the rate-distortion theory, i.e.:

R(D) inf
= p(2:.I~)

(94) •

So find the optimal conditional probability density function
of Y given X, where X stands for our p and Y for
the-distorted-version of-p

Why not simply quantize p ?
Because there are two reasons for not doing so :

- in general a guantizer is not probabilistic.
- it isn't simple to optimally qU8ntize a vector with

Rayleigh distributed components. See e.g. Yamada et al [19].

Besides if we make the Gaussian assumption on the p-vector
we should be able to reach the Gaussian upperbound as stated
in 1)c).

If we do make the Gaussian assumption, then because of our
use of the MSE distortion criterion, we can take advantage
of the existence of the testchannel models of rate-distortion
theory c.f. Berger [1] ,chapter 4.

In the sequel the channel models will be given for the
Gaussian source MSE distortion measure ; scalar and vector
case.

1) Scalar case.
Let X be N(O,a2) , so a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
with variance a 2

, i.e.:

=
1

2 2
-X/2a

e
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From Berger [1] ,page 99 we know

2
I, 1 a
'2 og 0

o

2
0< D ~ a

(96) •

when the distortion criterion is :

d(x,y) = 2(x - y) = d(x - y) (97) .

where y is a sample value of Y , the distorted version of X .

It follows from [1] , pages 93 -94 that p(y) satisfies :

p(x) = f p(y) gs(x - y) dy (98) .

sd(z)
with g (z) e

=s fesd(a)da
(99) .

D
1

= 21ST

concluding p(xly) = g (x - y)s

2 (100) •
1

-(x-y)
= --e 2D

Y!;o

1
2 2

and p(y) -y /2(a -D)
(1 on.= 2 e

2 (a -D)

Looking at p(x) ,p(xly) and p(y) we can depict the
relation between X and Y by means of the so-called
backward-channel model (BCM) of figure 20.
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N(O,D)

Y

fig. 20

It can be seen that: VAR(X) = VAR(Y) + VAR~ and
that: [[d (X, Y)] = D

The spectrum picture of the scalar backward-channel is shown
in fig. 21.

a 2+- ----,-- _

fig. 21

Using Bayes' rule on p(x) ,p(y) and p(xly) , we can
obtain p(ylx) , i.e.:

p(ylx) = -==--- e (102) •

This shows that the relation between X and Y can be
depicted in this case by the so-called forward-channel model
(FCM) as shown in fig. 22.

N(0 'f3D)

X

N(O,cn

fig. 22
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D
~ = 1 - a 2

In this case VAR(Y) =
=

=

~2 VAR(X) + VAR~

~2i + D

a 2 D

and: [[d(X,Y)] = D.

The spectrum picture of the scalar forward-channel is shown
in fig. 23.

w

fig. 23

2) The vector case.

Let X be an n-dimensional vector with mutually independent
zero-mean Gaussian random variables as comP9nents, where we
denote the variance of each component by a~ .
So : l

1

(

n ·2 )

exp - ~,' z:i (103) •

We use the MSE distortion criterion per component

n

= ~) d(X.,Y.)
L------J l l

(104) •

In this case we may use the Kolmogorov equations, we saw
earlier in chapter 1°, to obtain the rate-distortion function
parametrically, i.e.:

(105) •

n......-, a
~ L max(O, log 8

i ~1

=
n
~

/
- min(EJ, a.

--------" I

i = 1
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The respective backward- and forward-channel models are simply
the n - fold parallel versions of fig. 20 and fig. 22 ,
where only f3 becomes different

f3 = ( 8max 0,1 - a i
(106) .

The above "wa terfilling" argument is depicted in fig. 24
for the BCM.

VAR C.~) VAR(

- - - - - . - - .. - - - . - - - - -

I I I

y)

#
I I I #

fig. 24

Now according to Berger [1] ,page 100 , the BCM is always
possible when the Shannon lowerbound is tight; the FCM however
is only possible for the Gaussian source with the MSE distortion
measure. But for the non-Gaussian source and the MSE measure,
the FCM provides always an upperbound to R(D).
See Berger's book, theorem 4.4.3 .

Concluding : we use the vectorform of the FCM to simulate
optimal amplitude distortion on the p - vector.

b) Alternative simulations.

1) Simulation of optimal log-amplitude distortion.

In order to get an idea of how the performance was of the
log-transform, as discussed in chapter 2°, the same forward
channel model was used on the log-p-vector.
However the implimentation was much easier, as the variances
of all components are the same

~ ( ~2 =

So = f3 =
248

1 --
'lt

2
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And the
and Y

x

FCM becomes as depicted in fig.25 , with
Gaussian vectors with i.i.d. components.

~

fig. 25

x ,

The corresponding spectrum picture is shown in fig. 26.

f)----------..

#

fig. 26

2) Simulation of using the frequency weighted MSE criterion.

As stated in chapter 2° the frequency weighting mentioned
here, has the effect of keeping the relative per component
distortion constant.
As can easily be seen this produces the same FCM as for
b)1), Le.: the f3i = f3 for all i

The only difference however lies in the fact that the source
component variances are unequal and so are the noise-component
variances.
The ~i are constant, but not the same f) for all i

I f .?X ' .?Y
then we have

and '?'Jr denote the variances of x , Y and

.?X
2 2 2

= ( 0; ,a2' •...... ,an )

2Jr = (f3d*a;2,f3d*a2
2, •... 'f3d*a;) (107) •

.?Y = (f3 q~f3a} .•.. ,~an1

with f3 = 1 - d* d* = reI. dist. factor (0 ~ d* ~ 1)
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The spectrum pciture is shown in fig. 27 below.

a.
I

B
i

#

fig. 27

c) The practical solution of the forward channel for simulation.

1) The non-zero mean.

One practical problem that arose in implementing previous
derived channel models, is the non-zero mean of the components,
due to the underlying Rayleigh statistics.

Let X be a Rayleigh distributed random variable R(a 2
),

then from paragraph 1°)d) we know its mean and variance.
Making the Gaussian assumption therefore means

replace by

If X is a log-Rayleigh distributed random variable: L(a2
),

then from paragraph 2°)a) we also know its mean and variance.
If we now make the Gaussian assumption, it means :

replace by
2 . 7t 2

N(~(ln 2a - c), 24) j c = Euler's const.

So these averages have to be taken into account and should
be known therefore. (Per component!)
For the theory however they don't have any influence.

The FCM for the non-zero mean Gaussian components thus
becomes as shown in fig. 28.

+
+

fLl
fig. 28
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In figure 28 the symbols have the following meaning

Xi = one of the components of the p - or log p -vector

fli = average of this component, as determined by equations
(41) and (68), depending on the variance of the
original DFT components

13·I =

max(0,1 

1 24 Eli- -;z
1 - d* d* E [0,1]

(108) .

8E [0, m7xu j
2

]

Bj = El E [0, ;: ]

lin

log

; FWIV1SE

(109) •

Y. =
1

one of the components of the distorted p - or log p
vector

Note : if we denote by y the vector of component-averages,
it can be seen that Id: represents the average of p or
log p ,so the average of the amplitude- or the log-amplitude
spectrum!

The resulting overall simulation scheme is shown in fig. 29.
As can be seen the FCM converts the PRC into a N(oisyl R(eals}
C(hannel).

The overall simulation scheme was implemented on a PR1ME 350
minicomputer; the programs PROCESM and PROCESMM are
realisations of this scheme.

2) Some additional problems.

There are a few problems in using the scheme of fig.29 for
simulation of optimal distortion, i.e.:

i The averages and variances of the components of
are needed.

11 ) What about negative spectral values?
iii) The resulting allowable distortion percentage is a

subjective figure.
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Discussion :

i One might take available voiced - speech segments and
make an estimate of the variance and the average, but
then :

- all speech must have the same pitch period (to do it
the easy way).

- one should use speech of many people.
- depending on the complexity of the composite source,

one could determine the first and second order moments
of each subsource, groups of subsources or the entire
composite source. What is the best thing to do?

- due to the finite blocklength of the OFT, it is non
optimal; thus it yields correlated components, which
may have unequal variances in real and imaginary parts
and which may have also non-zero mean. Estimation
of mean and variance is therefore not simple!

We tried estimates for several vowels apart, spoken by
one person (male, - constant pitch of -100 Hz) but
then the average was clearly "too good", that is : even
100 % distortion "sounded" good.

Another possibility is to use some artificial average
spectrum, based on e.g. the speech producing mechanism.
For the earlier mentioned vowels we used :

1) A coarse approximation of the powerspectrum of long
time averaged speech, as shown in fig. 30.
The reproduced vowels sounded very bad, even at low
distortions.

Log-Amp t. CdB)

..

fig. 30

3

e

-70t--------t-------+--------+-------::~1

-26
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-26

Log-Amp l. (dB)

fig. 31
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•
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-26

Log-Ampt. (dB)

1 3

fig. 32
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2) A formant average spectrum, based on Flanagan's
theory and depicted in fig. 31. (See Flanagan [2].)
This gave much better results.

3) An accidently found better spectrum, as depicted in
fig. 32.

However the question about what the best artificial
average-spectrum, in subjective sense, was for our
vowels remained unanswered!

ii The addition of Gaussian noise in the FCM may result
in negative component values of P , which represents
an amplitude spectrum. But negative amplitudes have
the effect of phase-reversals, which are cearly audible
as we noticed.
Therefore if a distorted amplitude component was negative
we clipped it at zero value, to avoid these phase
reversals.
It seemed the most reasonable thing to do, although it
does some harm to the Gaussian assumption and the
related FCM.

iii) Subjectiveness is something we couldn't avoid.
But we didn't care too much, because we only wanted to
get a global impression of the achievable performance.
Therefore a range of acceptable distortion percentages
is given below, rather than exact figures.

method spectrum dist. region

lin. 1 pers. est. 80 0 1
10

lin. fig. 30 1 - 2 01
/0

lin. fig. 31 1 - 4 01
/0

lin. fig. 32 2 - 5 01
10

log. fig. 32 10 - 15 01
/0

FWMSE fig. 32 10 - 20 0 1
10
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50) A closer look at the composite source model.

a) What is the best model we could use?

In chapter 30, paragraph d)1) we already encountered the
necessity of considering speech as a result of a composite
source with two subsources, accounting for voiced and un
voiced speech segments.
We didn't say anything about the switch 5, that controls
the output!

In 30, paragraph d)2) we accounted for the necessity of
knowing the pitch period of voiced speech, to obtain the
transform length -N- ; again we didn't mention 5.

In 30, paragraph d)3) we saw a more complicated model which
was used for simulations : fig. 19.
Recall that this was based on :

- different classes of phonemes had different best repro
duction phase

- earlier mentioned reasons for choosing -N-
Moreover in simulating optimal distortion as discussed in
chapter 40 we noticed that different classes of phonemes
had different best artificial average-spectra. This fact
isn't so peculiar if one bears in mind that usually only
for vowels one speaks of a "formant-spectrum ll

•

So the model of figure 19 has proven its validity for
simulations; however again the switch 5 has not been
discussed.

Obviously if one uses different W & U .for different classes
of phonemes, one should also provide "the receiver" with
information on what subsource is connected with the output
of the composite source; so tell the switch position s.
Now it is clear that this can cost a certain number of bits
per second, and we would like to get an idea of the overall
rate. This will be discussed in the next paragraph.

For the present our interest lies in the question : 'How
complex should we make the composite-source model for speech?'
We might for instance consider not grouping all vowels together,
but only all those that sound as an lal, lei, etc.
Doing so greatly increases the complexity of the source model
and, if one thinks in real systems, the complexity of encoder
and decoder (as there are many distinct phonemes).
For the rate-distortion theory however it doesn't matter!

In fact there are infinitely many possible "sample phonemes"
coming from the speech source.

We have the following source-coding interpretation for the
problem at hand.
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Let
~!? be the space of all producable phonemes p; one

one might think of the elements of ~ being a
short-time spectrum.

- a partition {S.}N Of!?; Le. disjoint sets of
1 i~1

phonemes within ~ ; e.g. vowels, nasals, etc.

- a set of representatives {T.}N, T. £ S.
1 i-1 1 1; every

phoneme within S. is reproduced by T. , so in
1 1

our case T. denotes the artificial average
1

spectrum.

- a distortion measure d on ~ L e. :
2

d:~--A

so d(P1'PZ) denotes the audible difference between

the phonemes P1 & Pz .

The problem now is to find the best partition and set of
representatives in order to minimize some overall distortion D.
For instance :

D =
N

L
i -1

max d(p,T.)
PfS j 1

= (110).

and determing o is the objective.

Even in source-coding, when knowing all parameters in detail,
this is a far from trivial task to perform.
Obviously the best representative in an S. - if we already
know the partition - is most likely not 1 the geometric
center of that space, but the center-of gravity according to
some probability distribution and distortion-measure!
Something or other is shown in fig. 33 as an illustration.

fig. 33
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vowels =

nasals =

Now in our case we only considered the set of vowels and nasals
as part of the quantized "formant-space" or "spectrum-space",
according to Rabiner & Schafer [12].
As test-phonemes we took :

lal, lei, liel, 10/,/u/}

Iml, Inl, Ing/}

As representative for the vowels we took the artificial average
spectrum of figure 31.
And as overall distortion D the fidelity criterion of the
human auditory system was taken.

Having read the above discussion it will probably not be found
strange, that we left the question put at the beginning of
this paragraph unanswered.

b) The rate-distortion function of a composite source with
statistically varying switch.

As was said at the beginning of this chapter, the switch
position S has to be told to the receiver if one thinks
in terms of a real system; therefore some extra information
might be necessary.
The following source model will be used :

f
~

s

fig. 34

So there are h distinct stationary memoryless subsources
governed by some probability distribution p(xl#), where #
denotes the subsource number.

In the sequel we will give some results for the rate-distortion
function of the composite source as can be found in e.g.
Viterbi & Omura [17] paragraph 8.6 and Berger [1] par. 6.1.1 .
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1) Suppose the composite source is non-ergodic, such that there
is a probability P# = Pr S =#, for all time

We can encode the subsources with rate R , allowing a

distortion Dl
+ E or less, E > 0, when R = Rl(D

l
)

where Rl(D) is the rate-distortion function of subsource 1 .

This means that there exists a set of codes

{$1, $2, •......... , $ h }

of rate Rand codeword length N

If we construct a composite code

then

$
c

(111).

- there are at most L eNR d d th tco ewor s, so e ra e

becomes :
R ./ R + log L

c "" N
nats (112).

the time-average distortion remains the same as if

we knew what source was connected with the output,

i. e. :
1

D < D + E, E > 0
c

(113).

decoder is told the exact
..§. = (s1,s2, ..• ,sn) , then

if subsource 1 is connected.

So we may consider (log L)/N as the maximum increase in
rate due to the composition of the source and the non
ergodicity assumption!

However the fact that speech is a non-stationary proces
made us look for a better model than the one described
above.

2) Now suppose the switch S varies statistically.
So the switch positions are assumed to be i.i.d. random
variables, whose common probability distribution a(s) ,
s = 1,2, ••.. ,h is known by both the encoder and the
decoder.
If either the encoder or the
sequence of switch positions
he is said to be informed.
Or equivalently to have side-information.
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Berger considers a model as depicted in figure 35.

Comp. ~ Source !~)
~

Source Ene.

C
1

~
Ch.Enc

~

Cham1el
Ca ! Ch.Dec

Drain Source r<.~) -
Dec.

fig. 35

Berger also discusses the implication of the four possible
c-switch-position combinations. It can easily be seen that
if Cz is open we can forget the complexity of the source.

Then the decoder is uninformed, so there is no necessity of
transmitting the extra - total rate increasing - side information.

In our case however we will make use of the side information
for both the encoder and the decoder; s6 both c1 and Czare closed!

The presence of mutual side information reduces the composite
source to a product source with sum-distortion-measure.
The only complication is that N ,the number of letters
in a word of length n that ares governed by the s th sub
source, is a random variable.
For large n, however, the strong law of large numbers
assures that N In -- a(s) with probability one.s

The result is given by formulas (114), where R (D) and Ds s s
are rate and distortion of the s th subsource,

and R'(D) is the slope of the rate-distortion functions s
of subsource s.
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h

R(D) = La(s) R (D )s s
5 ~ 1

h

D = La(s) D (114).
s

5 ~1

R1(D
1

) = RZ(D2) = = Rh(Dh)

Note that with the aid of formulas (114) we are now able
to determine the rate-distortion function of the composite
source with side information, provided we know a(s) .

In the next paragraph an assumption will be made on a(s) .

Note also that we still don't have an idea of the rate of
this side information!

c) Rate of side-information of the composite source.

For simplification of the problem we make the following
assumption: the switch position only changes synchronously
with the pitch period, and is independent of the previous
position!
So looking only at the voiced phonemes, at the end of each
pitch period the switch position is available as an output
from the source.
This means that it isn't necessary to assign rate to the
blocklength variable N !
Because one simply counts the number of samples between
successive switch outputs.
The model now becomes as shown in fig. 36.

h

,--2_1_
V
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A sample-sequence of switch positions is shown in fig. 37 .
And a sample-sequence of s , pitch syncronous is depicted
in fig. 38 , next page.

fig. 37

1\ 5

I
fo --

1

2

3

In order to determine the informationrate of s, R we use
Gallager's approach of protocol information[31~ s

Let Ts denote the time that subsource s is connected with
the output ; so the Ts are independent random variables.

Let PsCi) be the probability of Ts = i, then:

1

00

= L i P (i)
S

i~1

00

= L Ps(i)
i ~1

(115).

(116).

and: Hs = log P Ci)
s

(117).

Formula (117) shows the information in the connectiontime
of subsource s .

Then for the a(s) of the previous paragraph it follows

a(s) = s = 1,2, .... ,h (118).

Now if we maximize H under constraints (115) and (116),
we obtain the worst c~se distribution of the connection
times: the geometric distribution!
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The results are

fig. 38

p Ci) =s

1\
H =s

(119).

(120) .

Here II denotes the binary entropy function.

From these equations it can easily be seen that

Rs = bits/time-unit (121).

So if we know the set {T
1

,T
2

, ••••• ,Th } we can determine
the exact R

s

However we shall determine the worst case
the a(s) •
Therefore we determine the extremum of R

s
LT. = L.

i l

R with regard to
s

under constraint:

So
F ( T )

n = R (T )
s n

h

J.( LT. - L)
;=1 l
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of (1' ) {H( 1I1'j) - 1I1'jH' (1/r) } LTn- L1'nH(1 I~)n
+ A=

(L1'n )201'·
l

H(1/f.) 1IT. HI (1 IT.) R- s
I I I

A (123) •= +
L L

= 0

This gives R - AL = - log (1 - 1IT. ) 'Vi (124) •
s l

But this last result can only mean that all
the same !

A simple calculation shows that

T. should be
l

iR (T )
s n
~-.2o T.

l

So this choice of the

< 0

T. = ~
l

yields the maximum Rs

(125) •

1\

R =s

h ~H(1/0

h~
= H(1/0 (126) •

While the a(s) now becomes

a(s) =
1
h s = 1,2, ..... ,h (127) •

That is a uniform distribution

We must emphasize however that this choice doesn't necessarily
minimizes or maximizes the information-rate of the composite
source ; it merely provides us with a nice worst case value
for the side-information-rate.
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d) Some numerical values for the rate of the composite source.

Considering only the "vowels" we found the following data using
the best average spectrum

relative dist. = 2 ?~ u.b. rate 0.1406 b/s

1. b. rate 0.1289 b/s

relative dist. = 3 01 u.b. rate 0.1016 b/s,0

1. b. rate 0.0898 b/s

The bounds are shown in fig. 39.

If we take the average pitch period to be 60 - 80 samples,
we get :

1\
R = 0.1223 0.0969 b/ss

This calculation shows that the maximum rate of the side
information is of the same order as the information-rate
of the composite source.
It may very well be that the actual rate will be much lower!

For instance letting the pitch period be uniformly distributed
in the interval [10,200] and h = 42 (the number of distinct
phonemes in General American, according to Rabiner & Schafer [12] ),
yields the following estimate for R

s

R = \~~ 42 = 0.0568 b/s (128) .s I i/190
10

Which is better by a factor of more than two!

One should however not pay too much attention to these figures,
as they can differ significantly due to the assumptions made
on the underlying pitch-statistics.
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60
) Speech anlysis problems and aids.

In this chapter we shall discuss a few problems in speech
analysis and the digital processing techniques we used for
solving them.

a) The short-time amplitude spectrum.

One problem in speech analysis is to see the formant variation
as a timefunction ; or to put it in another way : to see
the variation in time of the relative amplitudes (or energies)
of the spectral components.
This problem can readily be solved by using the short-time
Fourier transform.

Let x(n) be a time-sequence, nEZ, then

00

X(n,e) .- L wen - m) x(m) e- jmB

m--oo

= ~{x(m)}

(129) •

the
where

is called the short-time Fourier transform; i.e.:
Fourier transform of the sequence wen - m) x(m) ,

w(l) denotes a certain window sequence.

Clearly X(n,e) also depends on a particular window choice.

The short-time amplitude spectrum is simply the amplitude
of X, Le.:

A(n,e) = = (130) •

The particular choice of w(l) depends on the kind of
resolution one wants to have :

Perfect time resolution

X(n,e) = x(n) e- jne

ii w(I) = 1 ,

Perfect time smoothing

perfect frequency smoothing.

A(n,B) = \x(n)1

perfect frequency resolution.
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So CIJ

X(n,8) = Lx(m)
-jm8

= x(8) the Fourier transf.e
m=-CIJ

A(n,8) = A(8) = IXeS) I

iii) In general one has to make a compromise between resolution
and smootheness of both time and frequency.
Usually the effective width of the window is taken equal
to a few pitchperiods, but there are no general rules.
In the following figures (40a - 40f) some of the most
frequently used windows are shown, together with the log
amplitude spectrum of a sample sequence of voiced speech
of 250 samples. Note the difference !

fig. 40a

RECTANGULAR WINDOW

fig. 40c

TRIANGULAR WINDOW

fig. 40b

fig. 40d

InllllW(U",

~- ",·"~·I••
~. ,.... Dt

IllIIIIolCM:UI ....... _ "'_"Me_'"
,.........:1 •

fig. 40e

/
HAMMING WINDOW
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b) The phase spectrum.

Being anxious to see the results of our processing of speech
as discussed in chapter 3 , we determined the short-time phase
spectrum.

Using formula (129) for the time-dependent Fourier transform
we readily obtain an expression for the short-time phase spectrum.

(jJ(n,B) = arg(X(n,B)) (131) .

The same remarks about a particular window choice with respect
to the amplitude spectrum can be made for the phase spectrum.

However if one determines ~ by means of an arctangent, one
only obtains the principal value of this phase; ~ mod 2n .

Now this makes ~ unsuitable for analysis, as can be seen
in fig. 41 below.

4

PRINCIPAL PHASE SPECTRUM

fig. 41

... vOUELS ...
IP· 5_ IIS·~' HC·I.~

F"AX· I.U:! II"!!

Obviously one would really like to see a continuous version
of the phase ~ , for the sake of analysis.

This continuous ~ can be found by applying the so called
phase-unwrapping technique.

The basic idea is as follows.
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Let

cp(n,e)
Cr(n,B))

= arctan XR(n, e)

with X(n,e) = XR(n,e) + jXr(n,e)

~
x (dX1) _X (~R)

then R de r de
de =

IxI 2

but
dX R . dX r dX -j ~{m x(m)}de + J de = de =

(132) .

(133) •

(134) .

(135) .

as can easily be verified.

So now cp can easily be obtained through integration

(136) .

cp(n,O) = °

The resulting cp( n, e) will be a continuotJs function of e .

We adopted the adaptive integration method of Tribolet [15],
of which a resultant phase spectrum is shown in figure 42.

fig. 42

....•••...•.

\ .....
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UNWRAPPED PHASE SPECTRUM
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c) The cepstrum.

The basic idea of the cepstrum is to transform a convolution
into an addition.
This can be useful in estimating the pitch period of voiced
speech, or in removing the pitch from a spectrum (cepstral
smoothing; see e.g. [12], chapter 7 ).

Let us consider the following model for voiced speech :

Pitch P(t) .lliillJ Vocal Tr. SPEECH

Source Transfer

h(t) Function set)

fig. 43

So speech is regarded as a convolution of an impuls-source
and the impuls response of a filter denoting the vocal tract
and so on: s (t) = p(t )*h (t) .

Now observing set) we would like to get an idea of pet) .

If we would use the Fourier transform on set)
See) = pee) H(e) , and we would like to know

we would get
P(e)

But these wishes are hard to fulfil.
Suppose we would take the complex logarithm of S

log See) = log pee) + log H(e) ,and we would be able
to determine pee) and hence pet) , if and only if pee)
and H(e) were disjoint in frequency.
But looking at pet) in figure 43 already tells us that this
is not the case!

However if we define the complex logarithm as follows

log x(e) =
log IX(8)1 + j arg x(e)

o

x(e) i 0

X(8) = 0

(137) •

and use the unwrapped phase of the previous paragraph for
arg x(e) , then the inverse Fourier transform of log x(e)
is well defined, and can readily be calculated.

So set) =
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In (138) set) is called the complex cepstrum of set) •

It can easily be shown that pet) is formed by impulses,
spaced by a number of samples equal to the pitch period.
Also net) represents a kind of impuls response due to the
vocal-tract filter.
Now if pet) and net) are disjoint in time (which they
approximately are) they could be separated!
This is often a good approximation of the real situation, as
is demonstrated by fig. 44 •

Estimation of the pitch period is now reduced to counting
the number of samples until the first impuls is reached,
after ignoring the first several samples but including them
in the count.

-128 -112 -8S16 -888 -864 -e48 -e32 -816 0e0 816

COMPLEX CEPSTRUM

fig. 44

832 048 "4 88e eSl6 112 128
... UOlIELS ...,p. 5_ ItS· 2M 'Ie. 2S&
F"jI)(· •• 44424E '1

AS an alternative to formula (137) , one could also take arg X(B)
equal to zero as this is also a continuous function that yields
a real inverse Fourier sequence.
Doing this, we obtain the so-called real-cepstrum which is far
more easy to calculate and has almost the same properties.
Moreover if s denotes the complex-cepstrum of sand s
denotes the real-cepstrum , it is easily shown that :

set) = ~(s(t) + s(-t))

So s is the even part of s

- 65 -
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The real cepstrum also allows us to estimate log H(e) in a
simple way, so to remove the pitch period effect ; a technique
called : cepstral smoothing.

We simply multiply s with a rectangular window of a certain
width, such that the impulses due to the pitch fall outside
the window.
The Fourier transform of the resulting sequence is then the
smoothed log-spectrum of s, which is a good estimate for
log H(e) if nand p were "disjoint enough".
This smoothing is illustrated in fig. 45.

ORIGINAL LOG-SPECTRUM

SMOOTHED LOG-SPECTRUM

In UOlol[U ....•~. see. lit. 2M Ie' III

FMlC· ".341 D'

fig. 45

Obviously a time-dependence of the cepstrum is readily obtained
by using a window sequence, analogously to the short-time
spectra.
However the influence of a specific window can be enormous,
as illustrated by figures 46a,b .
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REAL CEPSTRLlM
(RECTANGULAR WINDOW USED)

fig. 46a

-256 -224 -192 -1&8 -128 -.11& -0&4 -032 00. 032 064

REAL CEPSTRUM
(HAMMING WINDOW USED)

fig. 46b
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d) The sample - autocorrelation function.

A function that can be of use in speech analysis is the sample
autocorrelation function.
It provides information on the correlation between successive
samples and can be used to estimate the pitch period, to see
the difference in correlation of voiced and unvoiced speech,
or to determine the orthogonal eigenfunctions of speech.
It also often occurs as an intermediate result in many
analysis - synthesis systems.

Let x(n) be a discrete-time stochastic proces, then the
autocorrelation function of x is defined as :

If the proces is stationary in the wide sense, the auto
correlation depends on the difference n

1
- n

2
only, so

(140) •

R(m) = [ [x(n+m) x*(n)] (141).

If the proces is ergodic we may write

R(m) = t x(m+n) x*(n)
n=-cp

(142) •

If only a limited amount of data is available, one can only
give an estimate for R(m)

N2

~(m) = L x(m+n) x*(n)
n=-N,

This estimate is clearly a random variable and
is called: sample-autocorrelation function.
Using formula (143) to compute an estimate for
invol ve n2 multiplications, if n = IN2 - N1I'points of R(m) .

(143) .

therefore it

R(m) would
the number of

But if we compute R(m) via the powerspectrum, we can use
the FFT - algorithm to reduce the computational complexity.
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The powerspectrum
cp

5(e) L R(m)
-jmEJ

= e
m=-cp

But also 5 (e) = [ [lx(e)1
2

]

(144) •

(145) •

Therefore as an estimate often is taken :

-'1"

1\ 1 51 12 JOmEJR(m) = 2n x(e) e de

-'1"

(146) .

However as stated earlier X(e) is often replaced by the
short-time Fourier transform X(n,e) in which case the
estimate for R(m) becomes dependent on n as well as on
the particular window chosen.
This means that the estimate may be biased, so one should be
careful with the interpretation !

In the following pictures the sample-autocorrelation is shown,
demonstrating the difference between voiced/ unvoiced speech
and the difference in window usage.
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fig. 47a fig. 47b
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e) Spectral estimation.

When calculating the R(D) functions and bounds as derived in
chapter 1° and 2° , the powerspectrum is often used. (See e.g.
formula (1) - (2).)
Therefore it is important that, for a given data sequence the
spectrum estimate is as good as possible.
With these words we mean the following :

i ) The bias of the estimators should be minimal.
ii) The variance of the estimate should be small compared

to the average.

In general a good estimate for the powerspectrum can only be
obtained by using many timesamples.
However using special windows on data and spectrum estimate
enables us to get a futher improvement.
In the sequel we will give some results as derived by Papoulis
[9] chapter 12.

Let x(n) denote a discrete-time stationary stochastic proces.

And let X(8) = .1""{x(n)} ,the Fourier transform of x(n) •

This will also be a stochastic proces !

Let S(8) be the powerspectrum of x(n) according to (145).

Having only a limited amount of available data, we represent
this limitation by introducing a data-window:

x (n) = x(n) w(n)w
(147).

Now we form a sample estimate for the powerspectrum as follows

(148) •

But then S (8)
w = (149) •

So if IW(8)1 2 i 8(8) , which is always the case, then we have
bias!

Let :

b =w

1\
[ [Sw(8)] - S(8)

!S(8)dfj
-'T

(150) •

So (150) denotes the relative bias of the estimator, using a
particular window.
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As already said, our aim is to minimize this bias over all
possible window functions.

The best window, that minimizes the bias, is the so-called
truncated cosine window, shown in figure 48.

TRUNCATED COSINE WINDOW

fig. 48

The resulting bias is

b
c

(151).

However the variance of the estimate can be very large, as
it follows from Papoulis

=
lei » 1

~
, e = 0

(152).

To reduceAthis variance we use a second window M(G) to
smoothe 5 (e)

c

1\
= 5 (El) * M(e)c

(153).

Now we choose H(e) such that the resulting variance is as
small as possible and the bias is approximately unaffected.

This last constraint means that the duration of M(e) should
be much greater than the duration of C(e) .

The resulting time-window men) is known as the minimum energy
moment window, and is depicted in figure 49.
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~INI~U~ ENERGY-~O~ENT WINDOW

fig. 49

For the resulting variance we can write

2 14 EH 52(8)

14 EH 52(8)

8 = 0
(154) •

181 »duration H(8)

where

and N is duration of
m

men) .

When using the computer to determine
follows :

we perform as

x(n)

*

1\
5

cH
(8k)

x(n) cCn)

*
FFT t

Xc ( 8k)

j
m(k) R (k)

c

*
t

IXc (8k)\2 R (k)c

fig. 50 : computation scheme.

In figure 51 the difference is shown between the short-time
powerspectrum A

2
(n,B) , which was obtained through a rectangular

window, and the powerspectrum estimate as discussed above ;
both using the same inputdata.
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fig. 51
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Appendix A

Calculation of audible- versus MSE-distortion.

7
One complex random variable has i.i.d. ,N(O,a-) components X, Y .
So :

p(x,y) = 1 [_ (x
2

+ l) 1--2 exp 2a22n:a
(A 1).

Now let X and Y be the distorted components, then because of
the independence and the use of the MSE criterion, we know from
Berger [1],chapter 4 :

p(x,y) = p(x)p(y) =

with:

1 [(X
2

+ _2) 1---:"....-- exp - y
2n:(a2_ d) 2(a2_ d)

[[ (x _ x)2+ (y _ y)2] = 2d

(A 2).

and also

_1 exp [ _ (x - _)2 (y - £)21p(x,Ylx,y) x + (A 3).=
2n:d 2d

Let \/ 2 2 and a \··_2 _2
: a = .x + Y = ,x + Y

Then determing : [ [(a a)2] is the objective!

Therefore we need p(a,a) , but :

p(a,a) = p(ala) pea) (A 4).

In order to be able to calculate (A 4) we apply a coordinate
transform x,y--.a,~ and x,y--.a,~ to be able to use
equations (A 1) - (A 3).
See for the technique e.g. Papoulis [10].

We get

where J

p(a,~) = p(x,y) IJI

denotes the Jacobian of the transform.
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The result is

+71"

exp [-

_2

d) ]
pea) Jp(a,ip)dip

a a (A 5).= = 2 2
-71"

a _ d 2(a -

p(ip) 1 ip € [0,2n) (A 6).= 271"

Now observe that

(A 7).

271"
p(ala) = fp(a,cpla)dcp

o

With result

271" 271"
= Jfp(a,cp Ia,ip)p(ip)diJldcp

o 0

(A 8).

p(ala) = (A 9).

where 10 denotes the Bessel function of the second kind,
order O.

We can now determine D as follows

0000

D = Jf (a - a)2p(ala) pea) dada
o 0 (A 10).

00

= J D(a) pea) da
0

In determing D(a) we encounter the following integrals, which
are readily solved by differentiation of the first integral
according to [6].

I(u,v)
00 2

f -ut (:= e 10 vt)dt
o

1 /7f v
2

/8u I ( 2/8 )= ~'a e 0 v u
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r:J:) 2
oI(u,v)f -utte IO(vt)dt = 0'1

0

CJ:J 2
Jt

2
e-ut IO(vt)dt =

oI(u,v) (A 12).
ou

0

r:J:) 2
02I(u,v)ft

3
e-

ut
IO(vt)dt = oU(Jv

0

The result of these integrations is :

The "only" thing that has to be done now, is performing the
second integral of equation (A 10).
Because of the difficult integrands, we first tried numerical
by means of Gauss - Chebychev quadrature.
The computerprogram EXPINT is a realisation of this algorithm
in double precision; the results were remarkably good.
But we carried on analytically, using the following integral,
as can be found in [6]:

(A 13).

coshoI ( ) ~-1d
p x x x =

cos V 7T

sin(~+ V)7T u-!:z
~ (sinh a}

2

(A 14).

where is the so-called Ring function ([6]).

Using (A 14) to solve (A 10) gives the result as follows

D =
2a2

(A 15).

with t = 1 + 0
1 - 0

and
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This formula was numerically evaluated by means of the computer
program TSTDST which uses the double precision function
DISTOR , which in turn uses the confluent hypergeometric
function DHYPGF - also in double precision - to approximate
the Ring functions:

Qll 1 (cosh 1])
v-.:z =

y;-
r( 1+ v)

j/17Tr (l )(1 -21])11 -(v~) Fe "2+11+ V -e e g

(A 16).

The result is shown in figure 5 of chapter 1°)c) .
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Appendix B

An important computer program.

This appendix was originally meant for describing all
important computer programs in a pseudo algorithmic language.
But after examining my entire userfile I knew that this
would be impossible; for instance there were 204 records
of source files, distributed among 55 different programs
and routines. Including datafiles and translated programs
or commandfiles the total number of records was 2981 ,
which is about 10 % of the total disc capacity !
Therefore I decided to give only a schematic diagram of
the most important program I used : the PROCESMM program,
which was used to handle speech the way was explained in
the several chapters of this report.
I also did not include any listing of a program, because
it would only make things obscure and add a lot of paper
to this report.
On top this I chose for a schematic description rather than
an algorithmic one, because all programs were written in
FORTRAN which is not so structured and which lends itself
more for a flowchart - like description than for an
algorithmic one.

The description is as follows

P ·- B_ W_T_End

--<BB __ L:>--
B ·-

BO-- L·O,

W _WA __ WS·-

WA
Hamming
Raised Co=s:-:;i=ne~=::3~~------
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Trapezoidal

WS ·- "Bandstop"

"Lowpass"

"Highpass"

T PD_AD_CS )·-

No distortion

Linear phase
PD .-

Zero phase

Quantized phase

ARTSP LIN

AD ·- ~LOG~ REL.OIST
VAREST FWMSE

In this scheme one starts above at P , and one follows the arrows
until a set of points is reached; there one can choose his own
way.
The abbreviations have the following meaning :

P = proces WA = analysis window

B = block arithmetic WS = synthesis window

W = window choice PD = phase distortion

T = task to perform AD = amplitude distortion

BB = block by block CS = cepstral smoothing

L = blocklength ARTSP = artificial spectrum

BO = block overlap VAREST = variance estimate

0 = overlap length LIN = linear amplitude dist.
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LOG = logarithmic ampl. dist

REL.DIST = relative dist. %

FWMSE = frequency weighted MSE

WIDTH = window width

In case one wants to use this program, some additional data
has to be entered; but the program will ask for this data,
like :

INPUTFILENAME:
OUTPUTFILENAME:
BEGINPOINT OF FILES:
FILENAME OF MEAN AND VARIANCE ESTIMATE:

One should also pay attention to the fact that if the output
file is empty, one cannot start at a beginpoint unequal to zero!!

The artificial spectrum is located in the files SPFUN1 and
SPFUN2 , loading one of them is sufficient.

Given a speech file the computerprogram VARIANCE creates a
file VAREST which can be used by this program, after changing
the name to XXX-X- ,where X may be any other letter.

If one answers the last of the example questions, by replacing
XXX-X- with XXX-X* the artificial spectrum will be taken !
The original file however is still needed for computation of
the energy content of the spectrum.
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